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Abstract 
Nowadays the welfare of the society and the economic development of the country are based on high 
rates of knowledge and human capital (for example Denmark). The methodology of software financing 
is founded in Georgia after the post-Communist transformation and aimed a rational spending of 
budgetary resources. It should be noted that planning of higher education system budgets is oriented 
to the outcome. Its starting point is not only the resources distributed to the programmers, but also the 
final and intermediate results. Consequently, at the same time are planned the results and the 
indicators, which will be able to measure the result. The purpose of the research is to study the current 
model of funding of educational programs, analyse and make relevant conclusions. The paper 
includes qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection in the research process. Also, 
electronic scientific databases, reports of state agencies, statistical data, etc. were used to collect 
information. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Education is a very important condition for sustainable development of the country's economy. It 
defines the possibilities of country's progress and economic advancement. The success of Georgia's 
European integration process is largely dependent on the effectiveness of education. This system 
should ensure citizens' responsibility and democratic values also it should prepare the appropriate 
staff of the labour market to diversify the economy and to take real steps to ensure public education. 
Tucker [16] explains that students must be equipped to live in a “multifaceted, multitasking, 
technology-driven world” and “regardless of their economic background, we must also ensure that all 
students have equal access to this new technological world”.  

All the above mentioned States should provide with the formation of high quality education system 
with development of human capital and its effective involvement in the country's development 
processes. 

The purpose of the work is to study and analyse the current funding model of priority education 
programs in Georgia and to make relevant conclusion, also to set possible ways of eliminating the 
problems, to study and analyse developed countries’ experience in this issue and to develop 
recommendations. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The analysis of documents in educational policy was carried out during the research process, 
including legislative, regulatory documents and acts. International surveys were conducted by means 
of qualitative and quantitative methods. 

2.1 Literature Review 
In order to analyze the financing results we use the approach of cost effectiveness method. This 
method shares the fundamental conception of the cost-efficiency method that when analyzing the 
expenditures we should try to determine all the resources related to the priority programs and assign 
the value to them. The reader may be familiar with the method of resource expenditure in Chambers 
and Parrish article which is included in the book on the analysis of expenditure in education [2; 3; 4]. 

Hartman's [10] and Tsang [15] works in the field of special education gives useful advice. 
Psacharopoulos and Woodhall [13] and Coombs and Hallak [5] offer cost-based methodology, which 
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focuses specifically on the education system of developing countries. And finally Greenberg and 
Appenzeller [9] introduce the methodology for determining expenditure more practically which is 
directly related to the interaction of labor markets and programs. 

3 RESULTS 
For the last decade the growing tendency of increase in financing education sphere by the state can 
be traced. However, the share of expenses in education sphere within the entire product as well as in 
the state budget is significantly low. Georgia spends 1.8% from the whole budget on higher 
educational field consisting only 0.5 % of GDP (OECD, 2009; 2013). 

Since 2013 the state spending has doubled to higher education and in 2017 is 137 million GEL, which 
includes student state bachelor's and master grants, students 'social grants, state scholarships, 
bachelor's priority education directions and the funding of higher education institutions' infrastructure 
development. 

Since 2013, social programs have been increased in order to fund students' learning and in 2017 
amounted to 4.5 million GEL. The State Scholarship Program which aims to support students with 
high academic achievements has been increased 2.5 times and amounted to 4.1 million GEL; 

Since 2013 the state has fully funded bachelor's educational programs in terms of natural, 
humanitarian, social, agricultural and engineering sciences; 

For national minorities the government developed the mechanisms for simplified acceptance and 
financing for higher education programs. 

Since 2013, approximately 60 million GEL has been allocated for improving the infrastructure of higher 
education institutions and research institutes. 

Since 2015, the University of San Diego is implementing Higher Education Programs at STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) on the basis of the three Georgian State 
University within the Second Compact of the Millennium Challenge Corporation ($ 140 million). 

On the other hand, if we compare financial policy of higher education sphere of the state of Georgia to 
the advanced counties worldwide, significant differences can be found here as well. 

 
Figure 1. Government expenditure on education, total (% of GDP) 

Source: author’s calculations based on worldbank (2019) 

3.1 Peculiarities of financing higher education priority programs 
From 2013, the priority educational programs are fully funded by the Ministry of Education. It also 
approves the rules and conditions for financing higher education institutions. Methodology for drawing 
up the program budget determines the causal linkage between the planned and cash execution of the 
necessary resources allocated for the implementation of the programs by the Ministries. Since the 
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program budget is totally oriented on the results, it is necessary to plan final and intermediate results 
and to plan assessment indicators, by which the results can be measured and then the finance 
resources for programs can be allocated.  

Therefore, indicators should be accurate, real and effective measurement. Funding of students with 
full amount of state education grants is not permitted from 2017. Funding of higher education is mainly 
based on two sources: 1) State Budget Funding (State Grant) 2) Private funding (co-financing) [1]. 

Over the last decade, about 70% of the total budget of the state higher education institutions in 
Georgia is created for student tuition fees, the rest 30% is funded by the state, while in the developed 
countries this indicator is the opposite- About 70% of the higher education institutions' budgets are 
financed by state funds and 30% from other private sources. 

145.494.763 GEL is spent on priority directions defined by education policy in 2013-2018. The budget 
of the Ministry of Education and Science has increased from 650 million to 1.1 billion in the last five 
years and reached 3.1% of GDP in 2017. 

One of the goals of financing the priority directions of higher education is to prepare students for 
professional activities and to use intellectual capital rationally  (Article N81 / N, Article 2 of the Minister 
of Education and Science of Georgia), although the survey carried out further results. In particular, if 
we compare the limits (Fig.2) determined by the Ministry's priority programs, in particular, if we 
compare the limits (Fig.3) determined by the Ministry's priority programs, and the problematic 
vacancies existing in the labour market, we will see that in the determination of the number of 
students, labour market trends are not reflected. 

 
Figure 2. Problematic job opportunities in the labor market 

  
Figure 3. Problematic job vacancies in the labor market 

Specifically, the most commonly regarded areas are occupied by the last places, and on the first place 
is the economy with the highest number of places. Also, the number of established candidates is not 
proportionate to the graduates' employment rate 
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According to the data of 2017, in the 28 countries of the European Union, the average employment 
rate for persons with higher education, who graduated from the university for the last 3 years, is 82.8% 
[6]. The highest rate was in Malta - 94.5% and in Germany - 90.9%, while in Greece - 52%, in Italy - 
55.2%, and in Georgia - only 41%. All of these things give us reason to think that  determining the 
priority directions and the number of students  without taking into consideration trends and data  
increases structural unemployment risks, as a result a small portion of the graduates are engaged in 
their profession and budgetary financing for them is ineffective. 

3.2 Funding criteria for priority programs 
Several criteria are used in highly developed countries for determining the amount of financing. In 
particular, Belgium is characterized by the number of freshmen, graduates and credits; Priority 
directions and number of graduates are important for Estonia; The Czech Republic focuses on the 
number of graduates and employment figures, mobility, research and innovations. Finland uses the 
labor market requirements and the number of graduates as financing criteria. 

Based on the aforesaid criteria, the government uses mainly a block funding method, wherein a lump 
sum allocation is given to the country’s public universities based on the number of students enrolled 
multiplying a student unit cost by the total number of students within a given university [7]. 
According to Kyvik and Lepori, for most Western universities, allocation of funds to universities 
sometimes is a negotiation between the state and higher education institutions and allocation is made 
based on performance measure or calculated through a formula [11]. 

In Thailand, for example, the government initiated higher education reforms to cut public spending and 
to stimulate university–industry cooperation as a means to obtain additional university income [14]. 
Similarly, in Europe, universities which were publicly funded by the state and traditionally specializing 
in both teaching and research are said to be under pressure to review their missions as a coping 
strategy to financial austerity in all public-sector services [12]. This trend has affected many countries 
and has been a significant fall even in advanced countries such as the United Kingdom, Australia, and 
New Zealand. 

In Georgia, a system based on one criterion is developed, whose calculation is based only on 
historical experience and does not provide qualitative indicators. This creates a precondition that 
universities will receive fixed funding despite the number of students that will result in unproductive 
expenditure of the budgetary funds. 

In our opinion, attention should be paid not only on the number of students but also for factors such as 
student mobility, number of graduates, number of employed, labor market demand and others. Instead 
of a single criterion model, under the multi-criterion financing model - it will be possible to manage 
financial resources more productively. The education financing system at any level of education 
invariably requires a set of effective mechanisms for generating education revenue and fund allocation 
formulae, which are actually methods of allocating funds [8]. After assessing the costs and efficiency 
measurements, each program must combine and determine the corresponding ratio. Ratios can be 
used to determine which program reaches the desired level of efficiency with the least expenditure or 
gives the maximum effect of the cost. To calculate the cost-effectiveness ratio (CER), the cost of this 
program (C) should be split into its efficiency (E). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Since the state is the largest investor in the education system, the investment in education should 
bring benefits. In our opinion, the economic relevance of the profit should be social reversal, in which 
we mean the rate of the expenses incurred by the state to higher education with the estimated 
revenue received from employment. This coefficient determines the efficiency of investments on 
education by the state. 

For the purpose of spending product funds effectively, it is reasonable to change the funding model. 
Taking into consideration international practices, criteria should be elaborated, which will take into 
account the qualitative indicators and the number of students in granting financing to higher education 
institutions. 

Depending on the program budget peculiarities it is necessary to write out the results evaluation 
indicators in order to measure the results and efficiency of spent resources achieved by the higher 
education institutions. 
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